Dark Ones Mistress Dark Ones Trilogy 1
Getting the books Dark Ones Mistress Dark Ones Trilogy 1 now is not type of challenging means.
You could not lonely going following book deposit or library or borrowing from your friends to
admission them. This is an enormously easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online
notice Dark Ones Mistress Dark Ones Trilogy 1 can be one of the options to accompany you bearing
in mind having other time.
It will not waste your time. acknowledge me, the e-book will very tone you additional situation to
read. Just invest tiny get older to way in this on-line publication Dark Ones Mistress Dark Ones
Trilogy 1 as competently as review them wherever you are now.

Mafia Mistress - Mila Finelli 2021-09-13
KINGS OF ITALY DUET, PART 1 FAUSTO I am
the darkness, the man whose illicit empire
stretches around the globe. Not many have the
courage for what needs to be done to maintain
power . . .but I do. And I always get what I want.
Including my son's fiancée. She's mine now, and

I'll use Francesca any way I see fit. She's the
perfect match to my twisted desires, and I'll
keep her close, ready and waiting at my
disposal. Even if she fights me at every turn.
FRANCESCA I was stolen away and held
prisoner in Italy, a bride for a mafia king's only
heir. Except I'm no innocent, and it's the king
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himself-the man called il Diavolo-who appeals to
me in sinful ways I never dreamed. Fausto's
wickedness draws me in, his power like a drug.
And when the devil decides he wants me, I'm
helpless to resist him-even if it means giving
myself to him, body and soul. He may think he
can control me, but this king is about to find out
who's really the boss. ****** MAFIA MISTRESS
is a full-length mafia romance written by a USA
Today Bestselling author. It's the first book in
the Italian Kings duet, not a standalone.
The Darkangel - Meredith Ann Pierce
2007-04-01
The Darkangel, a vampire of astounding beauty
and youth, can only summon his full power when
he finds his 14th and final bride. But for Aeriel,
whom he kidnaps to serve his brides, there is
something about him--something beyond his
obvious evil--that makes her want to save him
rather than destroy him. The Darkangel--Pierce's
first book, originally released in 1982--was an
ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a New York

Times Notable Children's Book, a Parent's
Choice Award Superbook, and a Booklist Best
Book of the Decade.
Blood Bound - Becca Blake 2019-11-10
Kidnapped by vampires. Held captive for their
blood. Escaping could cost them their lives... or
worse.Azalea Nydira knows there's no escape
from the underground vampire city of Terra
Nocturne. Her only hope for a better life is to
climb the social ladder by joining the Blood Den,
a brothel where elves sell their blood as well as
their bodies. When one of her encounters turns
violent, she's thrust into the arms of Lord Nero
Cineris, ruler of Terra Nocturne.Nero can offer
her a life of luxury with everything she's ever
wanted, but is the cost of belonging to the most
dangerous vampire in the city too high?Miria
Delien has always been determined to return to
the surface, but she won't leave without the
people she cares about. When Miria finds herself
in trouble with the city guard, she needs to get
out of the city before her sentence kills her. But
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every choice she makes puts her friends in more
danger, and she's running out of time.If Miria
does find a way out of Terra Nocturne, will
Azalea even want to come with her?True Blood
and Harlots meet Game of Thrones in Reign of
Blood, an adult dark fantasy series by Becca
Blake.Scroll up and one-click to start reading
book one of this deadly dark fantasy series
today!
Chronicles of the Black Company - Glen Cook
2007-11-13
Darkness wars with darkness as the hard-bitten
men of the Black Company take their pay and do
what they must. They bury their doubts with
their dead. Then comes the prophecy: The White
Rose has been reborn, somewhere, to embody
good once more... This omnibus edition
comprises The Black Company, Shadows Linger,
and The White Rose—the first three novels in
Glen Cook's bestselling fantasy series. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software

(DRM) applied.
Diamonds in the Rough - Charmaine Pauls
2020-07-14
“She’s a pretty wildflower destined for my
brother's vase. I'll make her mine, even if how I
do it will make flowers wilt.” A DARK FRENCH
MAFIA ROMANCE Girls like me, we know how
to survive. We each have our own little ways, but
we acquire those skills at the same tender age. If
you ask me how many times a person can die, I'll
tell you many times. As many times as a man
stabs you in the stomach with betrayal and
wrings out your heart with lies. Girls like me, we
live. We don't get a choice. We step over the cliff
and fall. Eat, sleep, die, and repeat. Note:
Diamonds in the Rough is Book 2 of the
Diamonds are Forever trilogy and ends on a
cliffhanger. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) must
be read first to follow the story. Diamonds are
Forever (Book 3) concludes the story. The
Diamond Magnate collection in order:
Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken
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Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the
Dust (Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2)
Diamonds are Forever (Book 3) Beauty in the
Stolen Trilogy Stolen Lust (Book 1) Stolen Life
(Book 2) Stolen Love (Book 3) Beauty in
Imperfection Duology Imperfect Intentions (Book
1) Imperfect Affections (Book 2)
His Favorite Mistress - Tracy Anne Warren
2007-12-26
The game of love just got a little hotter.
Vivacious Gabriella St. George is penniless yet
proud. Thanks to the benevolence of a generous
relative, she gets a chance for a new life in
London, never dreaming that it will entangle her
in a sensual battle of wills with an irresistible
rogue who doesn’t believe in love. With one
scorching caress, Anthony Black invites
Gabriella to share his bed. But she wants his
heart and his name, so the determined beauty
embarks on a daring game of seduction to win
both. Firmly committed to the pleasures of
bachelorhood, Tony Black, Duke of Wyvern, has

no intention of offering to any woman more than
shared moments of erotic delight. But Gabriella
tests his mettle, undermines his resolve, and
cracks the ice around his heart with each sweet
smile, teasing glance, and rapturous kiss.
Suddenly a man who relishes only carnal
pleasure must confront the unexpected: a
passion that may lead to everlasting love.
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress - Robert A.
Heinlein 1997-06-15
A one-armed computer technician, a radical
blonde bombshell, an aging academic, and a
sentient all-knowing computer lead the lunar
population in a revolution against Earth's
colonial rule
Heartless - Jade West 2020-09-15
In a single moment, she becomes my obsession...
Elaine Constantine will be mine. And her
destruction is only my beginning. I’ve known all
my life that the Constantines deserved to be
wiped from the face of the earth, only a smoking
crater left where their mansion once stood.
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That’s my plan until I see her, the woman in gold
with the sinful curves and the blonde curls. My
will to dominate her runs as deep as the hate I
have for her last name. No matter how
beautifully she bends beneath my hands, I'll
leave her shattered, a broken toy for her cruel
family. I'm a sadist, and she's the object of my
obsession. "I'm speechless... My limits were
tested and I even found a few hard limits of my
own. I still hear that divinely, sexy man
demanding those sinfully sweet words." - USA
Today bestselling author B.B. Reid on Dirty Bad
Wrong Welcome to the Midnight Dynasty... The
warring Morelli and Constantine families have
enough bad blood to fill an ocean, and their
brand new stories will be told by your favorite
dangerous romance authors. WARNING: This
book is intended for readers eighteen years old
and over. It contains material that some readers
could find disturbing. Enter at your own risk...
A Scots Quair - The Complete Trilogy - Lewis
Grassic Gibbon 2022-11-13

Sunset Song is the first book of the trilogy A
Scots Quair and widely regarded as one of the
most important Scottish novels of the 20th
century. Chris Guthrie, the female protagonist,
is a strong character who grows up in a
dysfunctional farming family. Life is hard after
her dad's death and she must take some tough
decisions to save her farms under the inevitable
threat of World War I. Cloud HoweII is the story
of Chris Guthrie and her second husband Robert.
They move to Segget, a mill town where a class
struggle is taking shape and Robert is at the
helm of political affairs. Grey Granite is the final
book of the trilogy and the story of Ewan, Chris's
son in the depression era. Ewan is forced to
become a communist activist due to violence and
police brutality. But everything is threatened
when the cause becomes bigger than the people
around him. Lewis Grassic Gibbon was the
pseudonym of James Leslie Mitchell (1901 –
1935), a Scottish writer famous for his
contribution to the Scottish Renaissance and
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portrayal of strong female characters.
Ruthless King - Meghan March 2017-10-17
Get ready for the darker and dirtier side of New
Orleans with an alpha romance from New York
Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today
bestselling author Meghan March. New Orleans
belongs to me. You don’t know my name, but I
control everything you see—and all the things
you don’t. My reach knows no bounds, and my
demands are always met. I didn’t need to loan
money to a failing family distillery, but it amuses
me to have them in my debt. To have her in my
debt. She doesn’t know she caught my attention.
She should’ve been more careful. I’m going to
own her. Consume her. Maybe even keep her.
It’s time to collect what I’m owed. Keira Kilgore,
you’re now the property of Lachlan Mount.
Ruthless King is book one of the Mount Trilogy.
All books are available now. Reading order:
Ruthless King Defiant Queen Sinful Empire "So
hot and explosive, I recommend having the fire
department on standby." - New York Times

bestselling author Laurelin Paige "Meghan takes
us a sexy and gritty, non-stop journey that kept
my heart in my throat and my body primed!
Lachlan Mount is the king and he is mine!"— T
Gephart, USA Today bestselling author. "This is
one book hangover I never want to wake from."
~Harper Sloan, New York Times bestselling
author "This is my new favorite series EVER!" –
Candi Kane, Dirty Laundry Review "This right
here...THIS is the type of romance that I LIVE
FOR! Brutally beautiful and one of the SEXIEST
reads of the year! Meghan March is
CONQUERING this genre!" ~Shayna Renee,
Shayna Renee's Spicy Reads ___ Topics: New
Orleans, French Quarter, anti-hero, anti-hero
romance, alpha hero, alpha bad boy, dominant
alpha male, dominant alpha male hero,
protection, famous, male, bodyguard, criminal,
criminal underground, dirty billionaire,
millionaire, rich, hidden, forbidden romance,
hidden identity, brothers best friend, bayou,
swamp, military romance.
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The Fifth Queen Trilogy - Ford Madox Ford
2021-06-08
The Fifth Queen (1906-1908) is a trilogy of
novels by Ford Madox Ford. Set during the reign
of Henry VIII, Ford’s trilogy recreates Tudor
England in a masterful story of court intrigue,
romance, and betrayal. Focusing on the tragic
figure of Katharine Howard, the fifth wife of the
King, Ford investigates the interconnection of
sex and power in a political atmosphere clouded
by violence and espionage. Depicting some of
the era’s most notorious figures, including
Thomas Cromwell, Bloody Mary, and the King
himself, Ford makes history both entertaining
and undeniably human. Brought to the court of
King Henry VIII by her cousin Thomas Culpeper,
Katharine Howard, a noblewoman whose
family’s fortunes had been in decline for some
time, inadvertently catches the eye of his
majesty. Given a position as a lady in waiting for
Lady Mary, Howard—though opposed by the
brutally efficient schemer Thomas

Cromwell—soon distinguishes herself in the eyes
of the King, who makes her his fifth Queen.
Thrust into the spotlight at the age of seventeen,
she finds herself forced into an impossible role
as a public figure whose every move could
enrage her notoriously violent husband. Married
to the Henry for a brief time before she was
unceremoniously divorced and beheaded,
Howard has traditionally been seen as a minor
figure in the history of Tudor England. For Ford,
however, a master storyteller with an eye for
tragedy and a skill for developing flawed,
convincingly human characters, Howard is a
woman whose life and death are not only worthy
of literature, but instructive for the men and
women of Edwardian England. With a beautifully
designed cover and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of Ford Madox Ford’s
The Fifth Queen Trilogy is a classic work of
British literature reimagined for modern
readers.
No Man's Mistress - Mary Balogh 2008-12-10
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Critics call her “a veritable treasure, a matchless
storyteller” (Romantic Times). Readers have
fallen in love with Mary Balogh’s sparkling blend
of wit and romance. Now this dazzling writer
sweeps us back to Regency England, into a
world of dangerous secrets and glittering
intrigue, as a dashing lord meets his match in a
fiery beauty who vows to be ... No Man’s
Mistress. The dark, devastating stranger rode
into the village fair and wagered twenty pounds
at the throwing booth — for a chance to win the
daisies in Viola Thornhill’s hair. The Gypsy
fortune teller had warned: “Beware of a tall,
dark, handsome stranger. He can destroy you —
if you do not first snare his heart.” Recklessly
Viola flirted, then danced with him around the
Maypole. And then came his delicate, delicious
kiss. Viola did not regret that she had let down
her guard — until the next morning, when he
appeared at her door to claim her beloved
Pinewood Manor. Lord Ferdinand Dudley won
her home in a game of cards! Viola hated him for

trying to take everything, including her soul. She
was mistress of Pinewood Manor. Yet Dudley
refused to leave, even as his conscience rebelled
at compromising this beautiful innocent whose
only proof of ownership was a dead earl’s
promise. Dudley held the deed, but at what cost?
Each day under the same roof brought its share
of temptation, intimacy, and guilt. But Viola
knew it was a battle she could not afford to lose.
Marriage was out of the question, and she would
be no man’s mistress. Even as Dudley’s
unnerving presence, his knowing smile,
threatened to melt her resolve. Against his
better judgment, Lord Ferdinand Dudley was
beguiled. This maddening beauty had stirred
him as no woman had before. And he was bound
and determined to make her his own. At once
sensuous, whimsical, and wonderfully romantic,
Mary Balogh’s new novel holds us in thrall,
bringing to life a love story that sizzles with
passion and originality.
House of Darkness House of Light - Andrea
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Perron 2014-08-11
Roger and Carolyn Perron purchased the home
of their dreams and eventual nightmares in
December of 1970. The Arnold Estate, located
just beyond the village of Harrisville, Rhode
Island seemed the idyllic setting in which to
raise a family. The couple unwittingly moved
their five young daughters into the ancient and
mysterious farmhouse. Secrets were kept and
then revealed within a space shared by mortal
and immortal alike. Time suddenly became
irrelevant; fractured by spirits making their
presence known then dispersing into the ether.
The house is a portal to the past and a passage
to the future. This is a sacred story of spiritual
enlightenment, told some thirty years hence. The
family is now somewhat less reticent to divulge a
closely-guarded experience. Their odyssey is
chronicled by the eldest sibling and is an
unabridged account of a supernatural excursion.
Ed and Lorraine Warren investigated this
haunting in a futile attempt to intervene on their

behalf. They consider the Perron family saga to
be one of the most compelling and significant of
a famously ghost-storied career as paranormal
researchers. During a seance gone horribly
wrong, they unleashed an unholy hostess; the
spirit called Bathsheba; a God-forsaken soul.
Perceiving herself to be the mistress of the
house, she did not appreciate the competition.
Carolyn had long been under siege; overt threats
issued in the form of fire…a mother's greatest
fear. It transformed the woman in unimaginable
ways. After nearly a decade the family left a
once beloved home behind though it will never
leave them, as each remains haunted by a
memory. This tale is an inspiring testament to
the resilience of the human spirit on a pathway
of discovery: an eternal journey for the living
and the dead.
Dark Desires - Aja James 2022-03-12
***2018 Reader's Favorite Winner!*** “Every
story has more than one side, like a crystal that
captures and reflects different colors of light. Do
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not take for granted what you think you know,
for until you hold the entire jewel in your palm,
the temptation is to fall prey to illusion and
deception.” This is a story of the Dark Ones…
Ryu Takamura is the Dark Ones’ Assassin. He
has never missed his target…until now. Until
her. Ava Monroe is a talented geneticist who
holds the key to the vampire race’s future…and
perhaps her own as well. Their attraction is
explosive from the first. She would do anything
to have him. He would sacrifice all to protect
her. But will their love triumph over seemingly
impossible odds as they battle enemies new and
old? Especially the demons from Ryu’s past? And
deep within his heart?
The Dark Portal - Robin Jarvis 2000
In the Dark Portal, Albert Mouse squeezes
through the Grill and disappears. Thinking he's
been captured by the rats in the sewers, his
children embark on a treacherous journey to find
him.
Someone Else's Shoes: FF Fairytale Retelling -

Aldrea Alien 2021-11-26
Stepping out in borrowed shoes has never been
so dangerous. Stripped of her inheritance as a
child by a greedy stepmother, Alla's future
hovers between drudgery and slavery. Having
spent years toiling in the mansion that was once
her happy home, tending to her stepmother's
every whim, she has long since put aside any
thoughts of a better future. When a chance
encounter in the marketplace leaves her with an
invitation to the upcoming ball, her only
opportunity to play out an old dream of seeing
inside the palace walls is by being someone she's
not. A farce that could see her executed or sold.
But will she be able to maintain the illusion once
she meets Princess Viktoriya?
The Secret Mistress (with bonus short story Now
a Bride) - Mary Balogh 2011-07-12
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER While Lady
Angeline Dudley’s pedigree dictates that she
must land a titled gentleman, the irrepressible
beauty longs for a simple, ordinary suitor. So
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when Edward Ailsbury, the new Earl of
Heyward, defends her honor with unmatched
civility, Angeline thinks that she has found true
love. Persuading the earl is another matter
entirely. From her unconventional fashion sense
to her hoydenish antics, Angeline is the last
woman on earth for Edward. And yet a stolen
kiss awakens something primal within him.
Naturally, being a gentleman, he does the right
thing after compromising a lady: He offers
marriage. The proposal is born of duty, but will
Angeline cause Edward to forget about decorum
behind closed doors, where sensuality and
seduction play wicked games? For a proper wife
by day can become a husband’s secret mistress
by night, when delicious desire rules. Includes
Mary Balogh’s “Now a Bride,” featuring extra
scenes from her Mistress series and an excerpt
from Mary Balogh's The Proposal.
The Tudor Rose Trilogy Collection - Susan
Wiggs 2017-05-15
Travel back to the glittering Tudor court with #1

New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs
in her beloved Tudor Rose Trilogy. AT THE
KING’S COMMAND Frustrated by his own
failures at matrimony, King Henry VIII punishes
insolent nobleman Stephen de Lacey by
commanding him to marry the vagabond woman
caught stealing his horse. But what begins as a
mockery of a marriage ultimately blossoms into
deepest love. THE MAIDEN’S HAND When
roguishly handsome Oliver de Lacey enters the
life of Protestant rebel Mistress Lark, their fates
become inextricably bound together in a
struggle against royal persecution. As they fight
for justice, both Oliver and Lark discover a love
worth saving…even dying for. AT THE QUEEN’S
SUMMONS Feisty orphan Pippa de Lacey lives
by wit and skill as a London street performer.
But when her sharp tongue gets her into serious
trouble, she throws herself upon the mercy of
Irish chieftain Aidan O’Donoghue, and their
unlikely alliance reverberates with desire. Titles
originally published in 2009.
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Dark Space - Lisa Henry 2018-06
Brady Garrett needs to go home. He's a
conscripted recruit on Defender Three, one of a
network of stations designed to protect the
Earth from alien attack. He's also angry,
homesick, and afraid. If he doesn't get home
he'll lose his family, but there's no way back
except in a body bag. Cameron Rushton needs a
heartbeat. Four years ago Cam was taken by the
Faceless--the alien race that almost destroyed
Earth. Now he's back, and when the doctors
make a mess of getting him out of stasis, Brady
becomes his temporary human pacemaker.
Except they're sharing more than a heartbeat:
they're sharing thoughts, memories, and some
very vivid dreams. Not that Brady's got time to
worry about his growing attraction to another
guy, especially the one guy in the universe who
can read his mind. It doesn't mean anything. It's
just biochemistry and electrical impulses. It
doesn't change the truth: Brady's alone in the
universe. Now the Faceless are coming and

there's nothing anyone can do. You can't stop
your nightmares. Cam says everyone will live,
but Cam's probably a traitor and a liar like the
military thinks. But that's okay. Guys like Brady
don't expect happy endings.
In Pain and Blood - Aldrea Alien 2018-01-31
It wasn't meant to be like this. Dylan's life in the
spellster tower has everything he should want:
magical knowledge, safety from the King's
Hounds and frequent clandestine affairs with
women. All at the cost of his freedom. So when
the chance to leave the tower--even as a leashed
weapon for the King's Army--arises, he seizes it.
When his first scouting mission goes awry, Dylan
is left alone in a hostile world with the tower a
distant beacon of safety. Only the flirtatious
Tracker, an elven man whose very presence
awakens Dylan's long-repressed desire, can help
him return to his old life before the crown
discovers his unleashed status. But the risk of
being branded a deserter may be the least of his
concerns as whispers of an armed presence in
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the North threatens his home. Dylan must rely
on Tracker to protect him even as everything he
thought he knew begins to unravel around them.
Dark One's Mistress - Aldrea Alien 2016-10-31
Kidnapped and imprisoned, seventeen-year-old
Clarabelle Weaver is determined to escape the
clutches of her kingdom's Lord. That is until she
learns his heirless death will free the soulless
criminals enslaved in his army, now she must
decide if her freedom is really worth a kingdom.
Dark One's Bride - Aldrea Alien 2019-10-31
A royal wedding. A fiery heroine. And a brazen
act of sabotage that could topple a kingdom. It
has been five months since Clarabelle Weaver
saved the life of the infamous Great Lord and
happily accepted his unexpected marriage
proposal. With their wedding less than a week
away, she is finally stepping into the unfamiliar
world beyond her village to face nobility she
never knew existed. But it's not only them who
are interested in her presence. The enemy is
also stirring for this historic occasion. Their

focus not on the man they see as their reviled
"Dark Lord", but on her as the young woman
who supposedly carries his heir. Clara must
weave a path through attempted assassinations
and poisonings whilst also proving to the court
that she's suitable to become their ruler's Great
Lady... all before taking their vows. But has her
training prepared her for an attack that could
send the kingdom into war?
The Water Witch - Juliet Dark 2013-02-12
Perfect for fans of Deborah Harkness and
Elizabeth Kostova, The Water Watch is a
breathtakingly sexy and atmospheric new novel
of ancient folklore, passionate love, and thrilling
magic. After casting out a dark spirit, Callie
McFay, a professor of gothic literature, has at
last restored a semblance of calm to her
rambling Victorian house. But in the nearby
thicket of the honeysuckle forest, and in the
currents of the rushing Undine stream, more
trouble is stirring. . . . The enchanted town of
Fairwick’s dazzling mix of mythical creatures
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has come under siege from the Grove: a sinister
group of witches determined to banish the fey
back to their ancestral land. With factions
turning on one another, all are cruelly forced to
take sides. Callie’s grandmother, a prominent
Grove member, demands her granddaughter’s
compliance, but half-witch/half-fey Callie can
hardly betray her friends and colleagues at the
college. To stave off disaster, Callie enlists
Duncan Laird, an alluring seductive academic
who cultivates her vast magical potential, but to
what end? Deeply conflicted, Callie struggles to
save her beloved Fairwick, dangerously pushing
her extraordinary powers to the limit—risking
all, even the needs of her own passionate heart.
Includes a preview of Book Three of The
Fairwick Trilogy: The Angel Stone Praise for The
Water Witch “A lighthearted, fast moving fantasy
. . . The Water Witch should appeal to readers of
Charlaine Harris’ Sookie Stackhouse
novels.”—New York Journal of Books “Dark has
an exquisite and clear voice. . . . One is aware of

being in the hands of a mistress of the fine arts
of storytelling and characterization. . . . It’s all
just great fun.”—Albany Chronogram “An
intriguing story that will keep readers
guessing.”—Romance Reviews Today “Readers
are sure to enjoy being back in the atmospheric
Fairwick. The cliffhanger ending will only leave
readers clamoring for the last installment in this
interesting trilogy.”—SheKnows Praise for Book
One of The Fairwick Trilogy: The Demon Lover
“Dark’s letter-perfect gothic style is a satisfying
tribute to previous gothic novels, and the
paranormal elements, including incubi, fae,
vampires, and witches, make this a stellar
romance.”—Booklist, included in its list of the
year’s “Top 10 SF/Fantasy Titles” “Steamy and
nuanced.”—Kirkus Reviews
Sorrow's Gift - Sarra Cannon 2015-10-27
Sometimes death is only the beginning...
Desperate to get to her sister in New York,
Parrish Sorrows has no idea just how important
she and her friends are to the survival of two
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very different worlds. Their abilities have been
dormant for so long, the five teens have no
memory of who they once were or why they were
put here in the first place. All they can think
about is making it through another night. But
with each life that is taken by the virus, the Dark
One's power grows. With each zombie that
awakens as her servant, the ancient
necromancer comes a little closer to escaping
her prison of ice. Will the guardians survive long
enough to remember their purpose? Or will the
Dark One succeed in killing them before their
true gifts emerge? And will they discover the
traitor in their midst before it’s too late?
Sorrow's Gift is Book 2 of the Eternal Sorrows
Trilogy, a young adult zombie apocalypse series
with witches and magic that will keep you
reading late into the night. Praise for the Eternal
Sorrows Series: “Imagine Stephen King's The
Stand hooks up with a dark fairytale and begets
The Walking Dead.” ~Goodreads Review “A
Brilliant, different take on a zombie apocalypse.”

~Goodreads Review “This book is action packed,
hair raising, spine tingling, and completely
awesome. I loved every single minute of it and
couldn't put it down!!!” ~Nerd Girl Reviews
The First Fracture Book One of the
Prophecies Trilogy - Matthew S. Ryan
Vip - M. Robinson 2015-06-11
Ysabelle They say in order to find yourself you
have to go home, but what if home is what
you're escaping from. I went to Miami to
discover myself; never in my wildest dreams, did
I think home would become a three-letter word.
VIP. I was the dream. I was the illusion. I was
the fantasy. Until him... Everything went to hell
in hand basket the moment we laid eyes on each
other. I wanted him. He wanted me. Sebastian I
have always been a man who made decisions
based on other people's feelings, wants, and
desires. I was selfless. I never wanted to hurt
anyone. Especially her. The moment I met her...
I wanted her. I loved her. For the woman she
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was. For the woman she wanted to be. But most
of all... For the woman she was, when she was
with me. This isn't a love story, but a story about
love. Warning sex/drugs/language. Mature
readers only.
More than a Mistress - Mary Balogh
2011-05-24
In her most captivating novel to date, Mary
Balogh, the premier writer of Regency-era
romantic fiction, invites you into a world of
scandal and seduction, of glittering high society
and startling intrigue, as an arrogant duke does
the unthinkable-- he falls in love with his
mistress. More Than a Mistress He is badtempered, reckless, a man superior in his
abilities to charm and delight women. The
greatest matrimonial prize in all of Christendom,
he is the scandalous Duke of Tresham. When a
young woman interferes in his Hyde Park duel,
causing him to get shot, he hires her as his
nurse, vowing that she will share his misery
during his convalescence. Far too bold for her

own good, Jane Ingleby is the kind of woman a
man might find beautiful were it not for her
impudence. She questions the duke's every
move, scolds his bad manners, breaches his
secrets, and touches his soul. When Tresham
offers to set Jane up in his London town house,
love is the last thing on his mind. And hers.
Trying to pretend it is strictly business, an
arrangement she must accept in order to
conceal a dangerous secret, Jane suspects there
is nothing more perilous than being the lover of
such a man. Yet as she gets past his devilish
facade and sees the noble heart within, she
discovers the greatest jeopardy of all--a passion
that drives her to risk everything on one perfect
month with the improper gentleman who thinks
love is for fools. Hailed by critics as "sensual,"
"unforgettable," "a matchless storyteller,"* Mary
Balogh has captured the hearts of readers with
her novels of breathtaking romance. In More
than a Mistress she dazzles us once again with a
love story that sizzles with wit and sensuality--a
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rare gem of wondrous storytelling that holds
readers enthralled from first page to last.
*Romantic Times
The Handmaiden of Death - Sarah Stafford
2021-03-05
About THE HANDMAIDEN OF DEATH: Sixteenyear-old Amber Marsden must fight for survival
after a botched drug deal leaves her orphaned
on the frozen streets of Detroit. With nowhere to
turn, Amber takes shelter among the ruins only
to discover that she's not alone in the dark... In
praise of THE HANDMAIDEN OF DEATH:
"Compellingly-written, character-driven story
that follows the life of a wayward teen from the
wrong side of the tracks who finds herself the
guest of a wealthy man who turns out to be
someone she never expected. Dialogue is
incredibly naturalistic and flows to create scenes
rather than relying heavily on narrative
description to set the stage. Unique and fresh
perspective on the vampire genre and full of
deep, symbolic prose reminiscent of Anne Rice's

works. I highly recommend this up-and-coming
author and look forward to the next installment
in the series." -- Bethann Rodgers, The Bookish
Maven, A Literary Blog About The Dark Angel
Trilogy: The Dark Angel Trilogy is a
contemporary coming-of-age story set against
the backdrop of a city in decline, and follows the
life of Amber Marsden, a wayward teen from a
broken home who finds herself orphaned on the
frozen streets of present-day Detroit. With
nowhere left to turn, she takes shelter amid the
ruins, only to discover she is not alone in the
dark. Full of deep, symbolic prose, The Dark
Angel Trilogy is a fast-paced, character-driven
series that delves into the human psyche and is
geared toward readers seeking a vampire tale
with less ‘sparkle’ and a lot more bite. About the
Author: Sarah Stafford writes dark
contemporary, genre-bending tales that deviate
from the typical haunted house trope of gothic
fiction. Expect ample suspense, thrills, and
reminders that oftentimes monsters abide within
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us all. No glittery vampires allowed! Sarah lives
in Michigan with her husband and three cats,
earned her BA in History from Oakland
University, and has traveled extensively
throughout much of Europe, Asia, and the USA.
She credits her abiding obsession with all things
dark and macabre from having spent her
childhood summers exploring dark woods,
ruined castles, and landscapes shrouded in
mystery.
The Enchanted Kingdom Trilogy - Jasmuheen
2009-01-04
Three books in one to form a most uplifting
trilogy by metaphysical author Jasmuheen.
Queen of the Matrix - Fiddlers of the Fields; King
of Hearts - The Field of Love; and Elysium Shamballa's Sacred Symphony.The Elysium
prophecy states:- When the Queen of the Matrix
returns the King to her heart, peace will come to
all on Earth, regardless of their part. And when
compassion sets the pace all will find new
rhythms, a peace within, and a peace without, to

last beyond millenniums.A cross between Harry
Potter, Star Wars, the Matrix movies and the
realms of C.S. Lewis, this new trilogy of fiction
weaves in some of the aboriginal dreamtime
legends while offering insights on past lives and
future lives; perfect love and profound love plus
parallel worlds. All of this is covered in this
enchanting trilogy which will enlighten and
entertain all ages.
The Saint - Madeline Hunter 2003-11-04
Nationally bestselling author Madeline Hunter
has captivated fans with unforgettable romance
novels filled with suspense, seduction, mystery,
and love. Now meet "the Saint" in this sizzling
tale of a mysterious aristocrat, a high-spirited
American beauty, and an affair that begins with
an innocent temptation...and leads to the most
exquisitely dangerous of seductions. Vergil
Duclairc was a man used to getting his way. And
as the newly appointed guardian of Miss Bianca
Kenwood, he was determined to find her and
bring her back to live with his family. The last
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thing he expected was to find his new ward
scandalously costumed and employed as a
theatrical singer. Bianca had no interest in
giving up her independence, but there was
something compelling about this handsome and
brooding viscount who seemed to think he
owned her and her inheritance. As she allows
herself to be swept back to his country estate,
she discovers that Vergil is a man of secrets and
sensuality, and that she is not immune to his
inscrutable charm….nor is he to hers. Suddenly,
in a moment that would change everything, they
are thrust into a world of dangerous intrigue,
where enemies abound and only the passion that
ignites between them can save them—or prove
their glorious undoing.
My Fair Mistress - Tracy Anne Warren
2007-10-30
He drives a hard bargain, but the pleasure is all
hers. London financier Rafe Pendragon has a
reputation for ruthlessness, and exotic beauty
Julianna Hawthorne is determined to clear the

debt her brother owes him. Captivated by Rafe’s
virile good looks, weakened by his intoxicating
mix of danger and sensuality, Julianna boldly
agrees to Rafe’s shocking terms: six months as
his mistress. As Rafe’s intense green eyes pierce
her body and set it afire, Julianna can only
imagine what emotions his kiss may unleash.
Surrendering to the pleasures of seduction and
carnal delight, Rafe never anticipated that love
would be the cost of his bargain. When he
realizes that a vindictive enemy may harm
Julianna should their clandestine liaison be
exposed, Rafe must choose between loving her
and protecting her. To save his fair mistress,
Rafe must risk what he has already lost: his
heart.
Pure Requiem - Aja James 2022-01-29
Who he was… The Creature was not always an
“it,” a monster and tool for Medusa’s use. Once
upon a time, he was a boy, and then a man. He
had a name—Erebu. Twice, he sacrificed himself
for love. Twice he died and was revived by his
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Mistress. In the process, he lost his soul and
buried the painful memories where no one could
find them, least of all him. Who he is… Now one
of Medusa’s most brilliant henchmen, captured
by the Pure Ones yet treated like a friend rather
than a foe, the Creature is reminded of the soul
he lost, the memories he’d forgotten, and the
dream he used to hope for. But first, he must
confront the past. Who he is meant to be… The
Creature realizes that he matters, he has will,
even if he is not completely free; that without
darkness there is no light, and that darkness can
be beautiful too. When his newfound friends—his
family—are threatened, will the Creature find
the strength to fight for love? Will he make the
right choice and change the course of Destiny?
The Dark Blood - A.J. Smith 2014-07-03
In the court of every city in the lands of Ro, a
sorceress sits. And in the minds of that city's
people, each sorceress weaves a song. She and
her sisters sing of the liberation of the land, the
taming of the highland tribes, and the birth of a

precious new race: the children of a dead god.
Of course, they do not sing of the death of young
Prince Christophe at the hands of that god.
Particularly as his replacement dances so well to
their tune. Yet all songs have an end. An ending
speeded when the assassin Rham Jas Rami
accepts a commission from Bromvy Black Guard,
traitor duke of Canarn. The rebellion of Ro has
begun... Please note: Great care has been taken
to make sure this ebook is both beautiful and
highly functional.
Mistress of the Empire - Raymond E. Feist
2017-08-22
The world on the other side of the rift: Kelewan,
a land seething with political intrigue and deadly
conspiracies. Following the opulent panoply of
Daughter Of The Empire and the dazzling
pageantry of Servant Of The Empire comes the
resounding conclusion to the Empire trilogy.
Besieged by spies and rival houses, stalked by a
secret and merciless brotherhood of assassins,
the brilliant Lady Mara of the Acoma faces the
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most deadly challenge she has ever known. The
fearsome Black Robes see Mara as the ultimate
threat to their ancient power. In search of allies
who will join her against them, Mara must travel
beyond civilization's borders and even into the
hives of the alien cho-ja. As those near and dear
to her fall victim to many enemies, Mara cries
out for vengeance. Drawing on all of her courage
and guile she prepares to fight her greatest
battle of all--for her life, her home, and the
Empire itself.
Courting Darkness - Robin LaFevers
2019-02-07
When Sybella accompanies the Duchess of
Brittany to France, she expects trouble, but she
isn’t expecting a deadly trap. Surrounded by
enemies both known and unknown, Sybella
searches for the undercover assassins from the
convent of St. Mortain who were placed in the
French court years ago. Genevieve has been
undercover for so many years, she no longer
knows who she is or what she’s supposed to be

fighting for. When she discovers a hidden
prisoner who may be of importance, she takes
matters into her own hands. As these two worlds
collide, the fate of the Duchess, Brittany, and
everything Sybella and Genevieve have come to
love hangs in the balance.
The Edda of Burdens Trilogy - Elizabeth Bear
2018-02-13
This discounted ebundle includes: All the
Windwracked Stars, By the Mountain Bound,
Sea Thy Mistress “Bear’s world building echoes
the best of Zelazny and pulls the reader into the
story and the history until it’s over.” —Booklist It
all began with Ragnarok, with the Children of
the Light and the Tarnished ones battling to the
death in the ice and the dark. At the end of the
long battle, one Valkyrie survived, wounded, and
one valraven – the steeds of the valkyrie. 2500
years later, Muire is in the last city on the dying
planet, where the Technomancer rules what's
left of humanity. She's caught sight of someone
she has not seen since the Last Battle: Mingan
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the Wolf is hunting in her city. Other Tor books
by Elizabeth Bear Range of Ghosts Shattered
Pillars Steles of the Sky Karen Memory The
Stone in the Skull A Companion to Wolves (with
Sarah Monette) The Tempering of Men (with
Sarah Monette) An Apprentice to Elves (with
Sarah Monette) At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Viscount's Son - Aderyn Wood 2013-03
'The Viscount's Son' is a fictional blog that tells
the story of book conservator, Emma, and her
online project - to transcribe an ancient and
mysterious text. The trouble is, Emma's
colleague, Jack, believes the medieval 'diary' is a
fake. Emma decides to translate the text and
leave it up to her readers to decide - so what will
you think? Follow Emma's journey to discern the
mysteries of the medieval memoir.
The Aryaman Trilogy - Bina Saksena
2010-05-04
"Fantasy and the supernatural, mingle with

down-to-earth exposition of human predicament
and realism and surrealism meet in a daring
union....." - Manoj Das, novelist, Sahitya Akademi
and Jnana Pith awardee. The Aryaman Trilogy
spans five generations of ancient kings and
stretches between natural and supernatural
worlds. In the key of the symbolic tales of the
Vedic cycle, the narrative carries the trace of an
archaic human memory of the bridge between
heaven and earth and the power of
consciousness to conquer the distance between
Matter and Spirit. Though set in a
protohistorical past, the tale opens the horizons
to an utopian future, where it is no longer Space
which is the final frontier, but Time, or rather a
Space-Time which flows seamlessly between
material and archetypal universes. The battle
between good and evil, or established cosmic
hierarchies and the power of consciousness is
transacted on earth and beyond it through
symbolic events and mystical powers leading to
the fulfillment of human possibility.
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Mistress of the Dark - Sèphera Girón
2016-04-16
Meet Abigail Barnum. She's new in town, eager
to make it big in New York. Hers is the darker
side of the city. Her friends are strippers and
drag queens, and she works as a waitress in a
tourist bar with a back room that's definitely for
adults only. Her private life includes drugs and
bizarre sex. But the most important thing about
Abigail is she's deadly. Abigail has gone insane.
Voices and hallucinations are drawing her
deeper and deeper into her own world, a world
of obsession and pain, seduction and murder.
Few suspect just how dangerous Abigail is, but
one woman knows her grisly secret. As Abigail
descends into madness, can anyone she touches
ever hope to be safe? ****** "Mistress of the
Dark is an interesting exploration into the mind
of a dangerous woman" – HorrorWorld "Norman
Bates has got nothing on Abigail Barnum." –

Horror Reader "... writes in a first-person
narrative prose that actually dances poetically
and descriptively." – DownWarden.com "The sex
is bizarre at times, but I think how she obsesses
over the Johnny Depp look-alike is creepier." –
Disturbing Books.com Abigail has gone insane.
Voices and hallucinations are drawing her
deeper and deeper into her own world, a world
of obsession and pain, seduction and murder.
Few suspect just how dangerous Abigail is, but
one woman knows her grisly secret. As Abigail
descends into madness, can anyone she touches
ever hope to be safe?
The King Arthur Trilogy Book One:
Dragon's Child - M. K. Hume 2013-11-12
The first novel in a trilogy about King Arthur
begins with the 12 year-old future king training
to be a warrior and ultimately becoming a war
chieftain, winning the trust of Celtic warriors
and uniting the tribes. Original.
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